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combination of a's yields the numerical coefficient for that combination. For

example, in the summation for Su given in Table 2, 1/ao4 has as the ai*-1aB_*+i

coefficient ai3a8 which, in turn, has the numerical coefficient 11. The ai2a3a6

combination has 2 ! X 1 ! X 1 ! as the product of the factorials of the exponents.

If 11 X 3 ! X 1 ! is divided by 2 ! X 1 ! X 1 !, the result is 33 which is the numerical

coefficient of the ai2a3ae combination.

Construction of Table 1. Table 1 shows the number of coefficients of — l/a0

as the extreme right-hand entry corresponding to a given n. The next entry to

the left is the number of coefficients for -rT/a02, etc. The pattern for the number

of — l/a0 and + l/a02 coefficients is obvious. It should also be noted that entries

to the left of the stepped division remain fixed for n and k. The entries in a column

for k = (n — h), where h = 0, 1, 2, etc., are formed from cumulative sums,

starting from the right, of the entries in the row for n = h. For example,

for n = 6, h = 5, and k = 1, the entry is 1. This entry is equal to the first 1 on

the right in the row for n = 5. For » = 7, h = 5, and k = 2, the entry is 3. This

entry is equal to (1 + 2) which is the sum of the first two right-hand entries of

the row for n = 5. A column is formed in this fashion until the sum of the entries

in the row (in this case, the fifth) is arrived at, after which the entries in the

column remain fixed at this value. The fixed values are those to the left of the

stepped division, as explained above.

Summary. The method of finding Sn may be summarized briefly as follows.

First, obtain the number of coefficients of each (— l)*/ao* Irom Table 1 or an

extension thereof. Second, by some systematic procedure obtain as many different

combinations of the a's as there are coefficients specified by Table 1, making

certain that the weight of each combination equals n and the degree equals k.

Third, find n X (k — 1) ! divided by the product of the factorials of the exponents

to obtain the numerical value of a combination. A listing of Sn from » = 1 to

n = 11 is given in Table 2.
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An Alternating Direction Method for Solving
The Biharmonic Equation

By S. D. Conte and R. T. Dames

1. Introduction. The biharmonic operator, defined by

¿>4 ô4 ¿>4
AA =-1- 2-1-,

dx* dx2dy2      dy*

plays a role in the classical theory of plates similar to that of the Laplace operator

in potential theory. In particular, the biharmonic equation, AAW = 0, together
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with appropriate boundary conditions, describes the small deflections in a thin

homogeneous plate under various forces exerted on the plate boundary. From a

computational point of view, direct numerical solutions of such boundary value

problems are of considerable interest even in those cases where analytic solutions

in series form are available.

The use of relaxation methods for the solution of the biharmonic equation has

been considered by Frankel [3] and more recently by Held, Heller and Lubell [_2~\.

It is the purpose of this paper to present an implicit alternating direction iterative

scheme which appears to be more efficient than any of the known relaxation

methods. The procedure is an extension of a method developed by Douglas and

Rachford [1] for Poisson 's equation.

2. The differential and difference equations. For definiteness we shall consider

the problem of determining the deflections Win a square homogeneous plate

supported along its boundaries and bent by moments distributed along two

opposite edges. The boundary value problem associated with W may be written :

d*W d*W       diW
(a) AA^=^ + 2~2 + — = 0    ix,y)<R,

d2W
(b) Wix, y) = —- = 0    at x = 0, 1    for 0 < y < 1,

dx

(2) (c)    Wix, y) = 0 at y = 0, 1    for 0 < x < 1,

d2W

dy2
(d) — = /(*) at y = 0        for 0 < x < 1,

d2W
(e) —- = gix) at y = 1        for 0 < x < 1,

dy2

where R is the open region (0<x<l,0<y<l) and fix) and gix) describe

the bending moments.

We superimpose a square mesh over the region R with grid size h = —, where
M

M is a positive integer, and employ the following notation :

wiih,jh) = Wi,j,

Vx2Wi,j = Wi+i,j - 2Wi,j + Wi_i,y,

and

Vx4Wi.j   =  Wi+2,j  — 4W,+ Lj- + 6Wi,j — 4w\_i,y + M\_2,/.

The usual finite difference approximations to (2) are :

(a) Vx%,-,y + 2Vy2Vx2Wij + V^Wij = 0    iih,jh)eR',

(b) Wij = 0

(3) Wi+llj =   -W,_i,y      ii = 0, M)

(c) Wi,o = Wi,M = 0 ii = 1,2, ■■■ M - I),

id) Wi,x = -w,-,_i + hjiih) ii = 1, 2, • • • M - 1),

(e) Wi,M+i = —Wi,M-i + h2giih)          ii = 1, 2, • • • M — 1),

where R' is the set of lattice points iih, jh) in R.

ij= 1,2, ■■■ M- 1),
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Since formulation (3) represents a system of (M — l)2 equations in (M — l)2

unknowns, the amount of computing time involved in solving (3) will be imprac-

tical for large M unless one can employ a numerical method which avoids the use

of (M — l)2th order systems. Even when the usual point relaxation methods are

used, they converge very slowly. Thus for the solution of (3) we consider the

following iteration scheme which involves line rather than point relaxation :

(a) «£•+» - «$ - rn+yxu¡^» - 2r„+yyV2xutf - r„+1v*«#,

(b) u&+» = «ft+« - rn+yyu£+l) + rw+1v>#    (ih,jh)eR',

(c) «#««>u = ° l    iimi   2 M      n
(4)                  utiu-~&u    d = 0,M)\    Cl-1.2....Jf-l).

(d) 4*} = wu = 0   (j = 0, M)       (« - 1, 2, •   • M - 1),

(e) «[",> = -MiM,_, + Ä2/(iÄ)

«Í,*jí+i = -Ui,M-i + h2g(ih)
(i = 1,2, ••• M - 1).

Here rn+1 is an iteration parameter which will be chosen to accelerate convergence

and u\°), for (ih, jh) in R', is an initial approximation to Wij.

Equation 4(a) is implicit in x alone and represents a system of M — 1 equa-

tions in M — 1 unknowns along a single line in the x-direction. A similar state-

ment can be made for equation 4(b) and the variable y. Hence, the numerical

procedure for executing one iteration consists of first solving 4(a) for MJ," * at all

points in R' and subsequently solving 4(b) for «¿* . At every stage of this itera-

tion scheme, the matrices involved are all of order M — 1 with at most 5 non-zero

elements in any row (either on the main diagonal or on two adjacent diagonals).

Such "quidiagonal" systems can be solved efficiently by an extension of an al-

gorithm for solving tridiagonal matrices due to L. H. Thomas and will be discussed

later in Section 5.

3. Convergence of the iterative procedure. To study the convergence of w,-,"' to

Wij, it is convenient to eliminate u¡j+i) from 4(a) and 4(b). This yields the single

equation

M£+" = «ft - rn+l(V\ut^ + V*.Mft+1) + ZV&Al) - rUiVXiu^ ~ «1%

Now let the error e\n] be defined by

Then e¡n] satisfies the following equation.

(5)   efr» = e# - r„+1(V^+1> + V*#+« + 2V^#)

- r2n+iVX(efrl) - e'd),    (ih,jh) e R'

together with homogeneous boundary conditions corresponding to relations 4(c),

4(d) and 4(e).
The eigenfunctions of (5) are of the form

e¡j = A sin (pwih) sin (qvjh).

Now suppose

«ft+1)-W?.    P,q=h2,--- M-Í.
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By substituting this expression into (5) we find that

(1 - an+1Sp2S02)2
(6) X,. „(«„+!) =

1 + an+xiSp* + S,*) + aV+iV-V '

where we have set

an+i = 16rn+i,

.   pirh
Sp = sin —-—

2

and

Sa = sin—-

Since the initial error e,-°) can be expanded in the form

Af-l

e¡°} =   Z)   Cp°\ sin ipirih) sin iqirjh)
p.«-i

we have

where

el") =   E   CP:\ sin iprih) sin iqirjh)
p,«=i

k-X

For all positive ak, it is clear from (6) that 0 < Xv, q (a*) < 1 for all p and q.

Thus, after n iterations each component of the error decreases by a factor of

n

n Xp, ,(<**)
i=i

as long as ak (and hence rk) is positive. The minimum value of Xp,, (a) is zero and

occurs when

1
01   ~    C 2Ç 2*

This implies, at least theoretically, that after-iterations, with appro-

priate choices for the ak, one could make all components of the error vanish and

thus obtain the exact solution. In practice, however, it is more efficient to reduce

all components of the error by a fraction of their original value. With this in mind,

we seek a method for choosing the ak which optimizes the convergence rate of the

iterative procedure.

Let
(1 — aS 2S 2 Y

í+aSJSj)
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Since Sp4 + S,4 > 2Sp2S„2 it follows from (6) that

K.°Í<x)<K.qÍ<x)-

In view of this inequality, any convergence results based on XPiS(a) will also

apply when XPiî(a) is replaced by Xp,3(a). In what follows we shall base our con-

siderations on the more convenient quantity Xp, q.

4. Determination of the iteration parameters. We next consider the problem

of finding a set of iteration parameters ak ik = 1,2, • • • t) such that the maximum

of the function

ctiSp2s2,ak) = n K^k) = n (   t, •< )
k-x k-x \otkl + Sp2Sq2J

is a minimum for p and q in the range 1,2, • ■ • M — 1. This problem may be

resolved efficiently by. treating it as a Ghebyshev minimax problem and is

discussed in [4]. Applying the results obtained there to the function GtiSp2Sg2, ak)

we find that a recommended set of iteration parameters is

(7) ak «*»-*,    ft- 1,2, •••<

for 0<x<l. This gives an upper bound on GtiSp2Sq2, ak) defined by

(8) G,iSp2Sq2, ak)<Ptix) m (i-^ e~^y

provided that

(9) xl~l < Sx4   and   -^— « 1.
S4M-X

The iteration parameters (7) are not asserted to be the best possible set. A measure

of the loss of convergence due to not using the set of optimum parameters

Si (k — 1,2, •'■ -, t) is given by

,im GtjSp2Sç2,ak)        -M
(10) r tutu*-Í ** *       •GtiSp'S/, ak)

The formal process of choosing the iteration parameters ak proceeds as follows :

First one decides on a value of Pt ix). When the initial error is to be reduced by a

given factor, the choice of Ptix) determines the number of cycles necessary for

this reduction. Next, x is determined from (8) while the number t of iterations

per cycle is computed by solving (9) for /; i.e.,

(11) ,* ! + ****.
log x

Hence, after one cycle, consisting of / double sweeps, every component of the

initial error will be reduced by a factor of Pt ix).

The significance of relation (10) is important for the initial selection of Ptix)

and hence x. In order to carry out the iteration procedure in the most efficient

manner, the value of x should be small enough so that this ratio is close to unity.

Although a decrease in x means an increase in Ptix), it still may be more efficient

in terms of total sweeps, to increase the number of cycles while at the same time
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decreasing the number of iterations within a cycle. At any rate, for this scheme to

give the best results, Pt(x) should be such that x < 0.2. For this range

Gt(Sp2Sq2, ak)

Gt(Sp2Sq2, ak)
> 0.8.

As an example of the method, consider the solution of system (4) using a

20 X 20 grid. Suppose we desire to reduce the initial error by a factor of 10-8.

We choose x = 0.2 so that Pt(x) ~ 0.01. This means that 3 cycles are necessary

for the reduction. The number of double sweeps per cycle is given by

4 log sin

1 +
40 ~ 7.35.

log .2

Hence, it takes three cycles of eight iterations each, using

(0.2)1-*
rk =

16
k = 1,2, 8

to reduce the error by approximately 10-6. This involves 48 single sweeps over

the grid.

5. The solution of the quidiagonal systems. The quidiagonal systems arising

from the iteration procedure (4) may be written in the general form :

(12)

Ci    Di Ei

B2       Ci X?2 E2

At   B% Cz Dz

At Bi Ct

Ez

D<

«1

W2

Fi

F2

Am-2      Bif-2       Cm-2      Dm-2

Am-i   Bm-i    Cm-i J   L um-i J       (. F¡t-\.

Such systems may be solved by the following elimination scheme : Let

COl =■   Cl,

ßl  = Di/001,      ßo  =  0, ßAf-l  =  0,

7i = Ei/ui,    70 = 0,    yu-i = Tat-2 = 0,

and define recursively

oj = Bj — Aßj-2,

uj = Cj — A,y^2 — ojßj-i,

ßi = {Di - ô/Yj-i)/»)
y i = Ej/uj.

îor2<j<M-t,

Next form

ht = 0,
Ai = Fi/coi,

h,- = (Fi - A¡hj-2 - íy*/-i)/«y,    2 <j < M - 1.
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The values of u are then obtained successively from the formulas

Um-i — hif-i,

Uj = hj - ßjUj+x - yjUj+2,   j = M - 2, M - 3, ■ ■ ■ 1.

For the matrices arising from equations 4 (a) and 4 (b) we have

,    . Bj = Dj = -4   for allj,

1   ' Aj = Ej = 1        for all j,

while the diagonal elements depend on the iteration parameters rk. The com-

ponents Fj on the right hand side of the general system (12) will, in our case,

involve values of u obtained on the previous iteration and may be evaluated in a

straightforward manner. When relaxing along lines in the y-direction or along

either of the lines y = h, y = (Af — \)h, these components will also require values

of fix) and gix). For one complete iteration (i.e., a double sweep over the grid)

one must solve 2(Af — 1) systems of the form (12) with each system of order

M — Í. Using the elimination scheme described above, this takes approximately

30ÍM — l)2 additions, 13(Af — l)2 multiplications and 6(Af — l)2 divisions. In

arriving at this estimate, we have made use of relations (13). Regarding both a

multiplication and a division as equivalent timewise to 5 additions, we may

estimate the total time T for one iteration as 25 (Af — l)2 where r is the average

time in seconds for one multiplication. For a computer capable of executing 4000

multiplications per second we have approximately

(14) T = 6.25 X 10-3 (Af - l)2 seconds.

Thus, in the example at the end of Section 4, it would take approximately 54

seconds to reduce the initial error by a factor of 10~6.

6. Remarks. The particular fourth order problem considered here can, of

course, be solved by more direct methods. The second-order Richardson method

seems to have been successfully used although it has recently been shown by

E. Windsor [5J that the unextrapolated Richardson Method does not converge.

Another successful approach has been to reformulate the fourth order equation

as two coupled second order elliptic equations which can then be solved by

standard methods.

On the basis of the theory presented here, the alternating direction method

seems to be decidedly superior to other proposed relaxation methods, the factor

of superiority generally increasing as the number of mesh points increases.

The method proposed here for solving the biharmonic equation can readily

be adapted to the case of rectangular regions with other boundary conditions.

However, for arbitrary regions and for general boundary conditions, the proof

given here does not hold and hence convergence is not assured.
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On The Numerical Evaluation of Cauchy Principal Values of Integrals

By I. M. Longman

Introduction. This note demonstrates a simple method for the numerical

evaluation of the Cauchy principal value of an integral

Jf(x)dx
a

(x real),

when the integrand f(x) has singularities at one or more points in the finite

interval [a, ¿>3 of integration. The necessity for such numerical evaluation arises

sometimes in the solution of problems in applied mathematics. Such integrals can

occur, for example, in the solution of wave propagation problems. For instances

of this see Lamb [1 J, and Pekeris [2]. Sometimes a singularity can be avoided by

a suitable transformation in the complex plane. The present note presents a

simple direct method of dealing with such a singularity.

Formulation of the method. The method is quite general and can be applied

separately to each singularity of f(x), and so, for simplicity, we will suppose that

f(x) has only one singularity which, without loss of generality, we may suppose

to be at X = 0. Suppose then we require to evaluate by some numerical quadrature

method the integral

(1) I = P £j(x)dx

where the range of integration is made symmetrical about the origin by splitting

up the integral into two ranges if necessary. We split up the function f(x) into

its odd and even components

(2) f(x) = hlf(x) - /(-*)] + Kf(x) + /(-*)] = g(x) + h(x), say.

Then

(3) I = P  \    g(x)dx + P f" h(x)dx.
J—a J—a

Now since g(x) is an odd function the first integral vanishes, and so

(4) 1=2  f* h(x)dx,

where either there is now no singularity at x ■= 0, or, if there is, it is not such

as to make the integral (4) diverge, since we suppose the Cauchy principal value
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